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Oct. 7—On December 1, 1998, José 
López Portillo, the former President 
of the Republic of Mexico, de-
claimed, “It is now necessary for the 
world to listen to the wise words of 
Lyndon LaRouche.”

That warning, that admonition, 
carries more pungency and more ur-
gency today than on the day that it 
was uttered.

As events unfold, with warnings 
of an impending financial crash 
coming from many different sides 
and numerous individuals, it is of 
utmost importance that all of us listen 
to the “wise words” of Lyndon La-
Rouche. In truth, none of the trans-
Atlantic players on the field, even 
among the more insightful, have put 
forward proposals that indicate that 
they know what it is that must be 
done. Their minds are operating 
within layers of nested boxes, and 
their solutions are, at best, piecemeal; 
at worst, they are ludicrous.

Our mission is to represent the 
highest standard and to fight—from 
the standpoint of history and as allies 
and friends of Lyndon LaRouche—
for LaRouche’s policy. We should 

advocate and battle for nothing less.
In a discussion with the LPAC 

Policy Committee and others on Oc-
tober 7, LaRouche said this:

All you have to do is to take my 
laws, which I presented. Those 
laws, my laws, define exactly 
what solves the problem by cre-
ating a standard by which credit 
is defined. This was developed by 
the Treasurer of the United States 
[Alexander Hamilton]. This is 
the only way it will work . . .

My national laws—those were 
whose laws? Not mine. I was the 
one who set up the standard for 
that, and they didn’t do much 
about it. Therefore, all you have 
to do is go for an international 
program based on that principle, 
the same principle, and you’ve 
got to get the people of the nations 
working together to understand 
what this kind of action is. Just 
read the publications on law by 
[Hamilton]. He wrote the laws. 
They’re written there. But people 
don’t do it. They talk about some-
thing else. Therefore, they don’t 

EDITORIAL

Agents of History

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
Statue of Alexander Hamilton in front 
of the U.S. Treasury Building.
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understand what makes history, what makes his-
tory work. What I did was actually a mechanism 
to define the way in which the original system 
had been established. By Hamilton. You don’t 
have to do anything else. That’s what you have 
to do . . .

You’re talking about Hamilton’s laws, and 
you’re talking about my laws. That’s what you’re 
talking about. Don’t change the subject . . . You 
have to get an international agreement among 
nations, among a significant number of nations, 
which will create a credit system, an interna-
tional credit system or something tantamount to 
that, which will deal with this problem. We’re 
not talking about that, yet. You have to talk about 
that; you’ve got to talk about the work of Hamil-
ton. You’ve got to put the name of Hamilton in 
there, and you’ve got to put my name in there. 
Because that’s the only way you’re going to get 
that thing done.

Get some books about Hamilton’s economy. 
It’s all there. All I did was to put this thing into 
standards which conform to what Hamilton laid 
out. People have to take the handbooks, the re-

cords of Hamilton; read those things as Hamil-
ton stipulates. Use that. Do it! Then you can go 
to the table and say, ‘Now we can create a credit 
system.’ Take Hamilton, and take what I have 
done. Put the two things together, and that work 
contains enough information to define exactly 
what has to be done. It’s just ignored because 
people want to be stupid.

The danger in merely quoting from LaRouche is 
that what is presented is a one-sided argument in which 
LaRouche says “the following,” and, oftentimes, mem-
bers respond by saying, “LaRouche says this, but I am 
going to do something else, because I know better.” 
Something more practical, more limited. And that sets a 
different agenda.

The quotations here from LaRouche are not “his” 
policy. They must be the policy orientation of all of us 
in the LaRouche movement—LPAC, EIR, the Man-
hattan Project, and every member. We represent the 
leadership, under LaRouche’s direction, in this crisis. 
What we say, what we do is critical, and we must act 
accordingly. We are agents of history, not practical 
politicians.
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Oct. 12—The LaRouche Manhattan Project, which has 
been circulating the broadsheet called The Hamilto-
nian for the past ten weeks, is now deployed to orga-
nize the “American organization”—the citizenry—to 
galvanize the Congress into reinstating the Glass Stea-
gall Act. That, however, could never be done by ap-
pealing to the Congress to act as such. As with the Sep-
tember 28 victory against Obama’s override of the 
Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA), a 
“Classical musical principle” must be introduced. 
This must be done by reintro-
ducing the people of New York 
City to the real Alexander 
Hamilton.

Hamilton has, unfortu-
nately, been getting the wrong 
kind of attention lately as a 
result of the eponymous 
Broadway musical. Reading 
Hamilton and comparing his 
work with Lyndon LaRouche’s 
Four Laws (see p. 11) would, 
however, give the citizens of 
Manhattan a chance to repay 
the debt they owe him for 
founding their city, and the 
United States Presidency, by 
summarily defeating the Wall 
Street-based treason that as-
sassinated him in 1804. Since 
the writing of Alexander Ham-
ilton’s four great reports—on 
manufactures, on credit, on the 
national bank, and on the con-
stitutionality of a national 
bank—there has been an es-
tablished Presidential practice, 
in the form of the Washington/
Hamilton Administration, that 
is the standard for the func-
tioning of the Executive 

branch of government in any republic, and not only for 
the United States.

This standard has rarely been replicated in the 
American Presidency itself. For example, neither the 
Adams, nor the Jefferson, nor the Madison, nor the 
Monroe Presidency was of the caliber of that first Pres-
idential administration. The one term of John Quincy 
Adams (and the notable service of Quincy Adams in the 
Congress subsequently) and the one term of Abraham 
Lincoln, met that standard. All Presidents other than 

these three, between 1790 and 
1865, were failures when it 
came to the matter of the prin-
ciple of the Presidency so es-
tablished in Hamilton’s re-
ports. Some, like Andrew 
Jackson, Martin Van Buren, 
and James Buchanan, were 
direct opponents of it.

Why Slavery Continues 
Today

Largely because of the fail-
ure to implement Hamilton’s 
reports, there was only a par-
tially successful battle fought 
in the United States to end slav-
ery, including in 1865. Those 
earlier failures were to cripple 
and limit the well-intentioned 
and partially successful Grant 
Administration, which was 
more successful than had been 
admitted until only recently by 
historians no longer devoted to 
“Confederate” interpretations 
of the 1861-65 conflict. The 
continuing legacy of British 
imperial financial control over 
the lives of Americans and 
others worldwide, is what has 

LPAC/Sylvia Rosas
A musical principle is required to return the United 
States to a Hamiltonian Presidency.

READ ALEXANDER HAMILTON!

The Science of Victory
by Dennis Speed
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actually defined the failures of the American Presidency 
since the time before the Revolution, since the British 
East India Company was in reality never eradicated. 
Hamilton’s measures have rarely even been invoked by 
Presidents, much less attempted.

In one sense, Hamilton’s four reports were all aimed 
at freeing every man and woman from slavery to the 
British Crown. “Slavery” should refer here not merely 
to the obvious African slave trade and its accompany-
ing atrocities, the which affected tens of millions.

Slavery, albeit in different forms, exists today, pre-
cisely because the deeper principle contained in Hamil-
ton’s work goes unappreciated. What about the slavery 
of mass drug abuse throughout today’s United States, 
including the “white suburbia” heroin epidemic? What 
about the debt-slavery that is the present circumstance 
of most of the globe in the form of the dead trans-Atlan-
tic monetary system and its various “country agents”? 
Look at the state of literacy in today’s America, and 
remember that literacy on the part of the slave, if dis-

covered, was punishable by death. The first step up 
from slavery was literacy. What is therefore, from that 
standpoint, the true condition of the “non-cursive read-
ing” youth population of the United States today?

American Revolutionary economic policy derived 
from the battle against the wage slavery, debt slavery, 
and chattel slavery of the British Crown (see box). It 
derived from the active organization by Washington’s 
military aides—Hamilton, John Laurens, and Lafay-
ette—along with Hamilton’s close friends, New York-
ers Gouverneur Morris and the spymaster John Jay, of a 
movement to end slavery in the United States. (By the 
way, could they have carried that out without the tacit 
approval of their commander?)

They failed in that effort to end chattel slavery in the 
short term. It was, however, Hamilton’s four docu-
ments—adopted by Washington—that proposed the 
means to force the elimination of all forms of British 
imperial monetary coercion, including chattel slavery, 
by the creation of a national form of credit, banking, 

The British Maintained Slavery 
In the American Colonies

The following is an excerpt from Journal of a Voyage 
to the United States by Auguste Levasseur, private 
secretary to the Marquis de Lafayette during his 
1824-1825 visit to the United States. It demonstrates 
that Virginia was prevented, by Britain, from abol-
ishing the slave trade 80 years before the 1861-65 
War of the Secession, and that it was recognized by 
that time that slavery was in fact a counter-produc-
tive system that ensured the deeper physical and 
moral impoverishment of the United States in the 
southern region of the nation.

This crime, by which a man, misusing his strength 
and his understanding, subjects to his whims or to the 
satisfaction of his needs, another man less educated 
than he, and reduces him to the condition of slavery, 
was perpetrated in Virginia in 1620. It had as perpe-
trators the misery of the Colonists whose wearied and 
ill-fed bodies could no longer make the soil produc-
tive, and the avarice of the Dutch who delivered to 
them, like beasts of burden, some unfortunate Ne-

groes whom they had stolen in the sands of Africa in 
order to sell them later. The English, no less eager for 
silver than the Dutch, soon turned to this abuse of 
power, which fosters idleness, as a source of wealth, 
and they hastened to exploit it to their profit, and from 
that time their vessels poured out thousands of Slaves 
annually on the American continent. Nonetheless the 
sentiments of humanity that famine had for some 
time stifled in the hearts of the Virginian Colonists 
revived with the return of fortune and plenty.

In about the year 1680, the General Assembly of 
the State of Virginia requested of the parent state that 
it finally put an end to this commerce in human flesh, 
infamous and unnecessary in the future, since now 
the population was numerous enough and active 
enough to cultivate a land that required only the 
lightest work to reward the tiller richly. Other Colo-
nies repeated this cry of justice and philanthropy, but 
the parent country was callous and responded only 
by this atrocious resolution of Parliament: The im-
portation of Slaves in America is too lucrative for the 
Colonies to be able to insist that England renounce it 
forever. This response was accompanied by threats to 
which it was necessary to succumb since they were 
in no condition to resist them. Nonetheless, the Gen-
eral Assembly renewed several times its demand. 
[Emphasis in the original.]
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and manufacturing to be de-
ployed through the Presidency 
of the United States. This was 
what Franklin Delano Roos-
evelt—a descendant of the 
Isaac Roosevelt who co-
founded the Bank of New York 
with Alexander Hamilton—un-
derstood as the function of the 
Presidency. Roosevelt’s “New 
Deal” was actually a return to 
the “old deal” that Hamilton’s 
documents had established with 
the help of FDR’s ancestor.

Reinstate Hamilton’s 
System Now!

Incredibly, Barack Obama 
gave a recent interview purport-
ing to favorably compare his 
2009-2016 performance as President with that of Frank-
lin Roosevelt. Please!

The Barack Obama Administration would be, hands 
down, the worst of Presidential failures in American 
history, were the Cheney/Bush Administration not to 
have immediately preceded it. Obama’s recent state-
ments and actions regarding the Russian campaign 
against Washington’s and London’s ISIS in Syria, along 
with those coming from the camp of Democratic nomi-
nee Hillary Clinton, could also mean that the Obama 
Presidency may be the last.

Luckily, Vladimir Putin, and the leadership of 
China, have a considerably greater grasp of the princi-
ples of the American Presidency than any of the present 
or prospective occupants of the White House. That 
might not be enough to keep us alive, but it is an essen-
tial advantage for American citizens, who can be confi-
dent that manifestations of the real character of the 
American Presidential system on their part will be rec-
ognized and welcomed as “the real McCoy” by the two 
most powerful nations in the world outside of the 
United States. Obama’s defeat in the Congress on Sep-
tember 28—in the Congressional override of his veto of 
JASTA—was greeted with more genuine relief and 
pleasure in those circles than is now appreciated.

In his address to the Manhattan town meeting on 
October 1, Lyndon LaRouche commented on the vic-
tory that had been won in the Congress through the re-
pudiation of Barack Obama’s veto of JASTA:

I think the essential thing is to concentrate on 
what the Congress did in that landslide . . . The 
problem is now, we’ve got to take what we can 
do with our own United States; get our own 
United States population put into order. Use the 
experience that we reached in that event; use that 
to remind yourself of what we, the people in the 
United States, can do of their own will, as they 
did in that override. And that’s it. We can now; 
we’ve got to fight some enemies, there’s no 
question about that; that’s a fact. And that lesson 
from the way the Congress voted in that one 
case, that’s your cue to win . . .

How to Stop the Bankers’ Crimes
Later, responding to another question, LaRouche re-

marked:

Wall Street has lost the war. Now, they haven’t 
declared that; but they have lost the power of 
money, and it’s going to be fully taken away 
from them in due course. So therefore, that’s the 
way we ought to look at this thing. We are going 
to take their dollars and so forth away; not to 
take anything that they own, but to prevent them 
from wasting our money.

A few days later, in a Friday webcast, LaRouche as-
sociate Paul Gallagher filled out how that might be 

Roosevelt’s “New Deal” was actually a return to the “old deal” that Hamilton’s documents 
had established with the help of FDR’s ancestor. On the left, Alexander Hamilton; on the 
right, Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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done, in describing how to effectively reinstate the 
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 that was rescinded in 1999:

The way to do that is to enact the Glass-Steagall 
Act; put it back into effect. Essentially, you make 
such a fence around the deposits then that the 
sharks absolutely have no access, and you will 
find that those speculative units—many of 
them—will rapidly be bankrupt.

We’re very happy to hear a proposal from a 
legislator in Hamburg in Germany yesterday, to 
do exactly that with Deutsche Bank. If it can be 
done with Deutsche Bank, as Lyndon and Helga 
LaRouche proposed a couple of months ago, 
then it can be done with any major bank in the 
world. If you can actually get back a real bank, a 
commercial bank, a lending bank out of that 
monstrosity, that mess which is Deutsche Bank 
today that’s in the process of failing, then the 
only way to do it is with the proposal this legisla-
tor made. It is the same proposal that Lyndon 
and Helga LaRouche had made two months ago, 
known as the Herrhausen Proposal for Deutsche 
Bank. That legislator said to separate and in an 
orderly way, run down, eliminate all of these 
toxic, speculative units. Then the commercial 
bank may be capitalized, even by the govern-
ment, in such a way that it begins to invest seri-
ously in the economy.

So that’s what is not being discussed—the 
crimes and how to stop them. That’s a much 
more fundamental question than which of these 
banks is going to go first and be the trigger for 
the general liquidity explosion. We have to get 
the Congress to return. What are they doing? 
They leave Washington for two months after 
saying they want to get tough with Wall Street in 
a series of hearings on Wells Fargo’s crimes . . .

Glass-Steagall’s reinstatement would not be an 
American initiative: It would be a world initiative. It 
would not be a “banking reform”: It would be a political 
revolution. It would not merely “break up the big banks”; 
it would create the basis for the issuance of directed na-
tional credit for physical economic improvements.

The reinstatement of Glass-Steagall would empower 
the United States Treasury to issue credit to provide a 
catalyst not merely to “build new infrastructure,” but to 
create a new world economic platform in conjunction 

with the BRICS and other nations, designed by La-
Rouche and termed the World Land-Bridge, a process 
already under way in Asia and other parts of the world. 
It would allow the Presidency to commit the United 
States to a new Moon mission, joining the Chinese in 
their quest to investigate the far side of the Moon and 
mine helium-3 for thermonuclear fusion power—power 
generated for Earth use and for space flight, specifically 
for missions to Mars and other planetary bodies. Glass-
Steagall’s reinstatement would be “Hamiltonian.”

Wherein Lies the Power of the Human Being?
This “Hamilton initiative” follows upon the suc-

cessful “living memorial” campaign carried out by the 
Manhattan Project one month ago, at the center of 
which was the participation of its members in the per-
formance and organizing of four concerts comprising 
African-American Spirituals and Mozart’s Requiem. 
Immediately on the heels of those concerts, a stunning 
defeat was handed to the “untouchable” Barack Obama 
in both houses of Congress, an unexpected, total repu-
diation of everything that Obama stands for. In the af-
termath of that victory, there has been an attempt to 
create fear and disgust among the otherwise highly 
moralized American population, which suddenly real-
ized that it had the capacity to soar above victimization 
and rout the “foul and pestilent congregation of vapors” 
daily emanating from the Executive Branch, as well as 
the Congress itself.

The ugliness that usually prevails in U.S. political 
life was pierced by Mozart’s higher idea of man, and 
that higher idea did not merely moralize those fighting 
for a particular victory in the Congress. That higher 
idea of man is spread in the form of what the physicist 
Bernhard Riemann termed Geistesmassen—“thought-
masses,” in rough translation. There are ideas that are 
specific expressions of universal principles, and are 
therefore not propagated in the normal way that people 
presume.

They are propagated poetically: As Percy Shelley 
says in his poem, “Mont Blanc,” “The everlasting uni-
verse of things flows through the mind.” Ideas pre-
sented in the guise of poetry, which is composed of the 
two elements of drama and music, travel far more 
quickly and reach far more deeply than prose. For ex-
ample, whether one speaks English, Italian, German, 
Wolof, Arabic, Chinese, or dialects of any or all of the 
above, the characteristic of Mozart’s Requiem is com-
prehensible to all.
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The universality of Classical music and culture reaf-
firms the truth of the oneness of the human race—its 
creativity. That is the reason that a Congolese airline 
pilot, with only a modest musical background, can orga-
nize his fellow citizens to learn and perform Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony, in some cases making their own in-
struments in order to do so. The Kinshasa Symphony 
Orchestra made its instruments, not merely because they 
“practically” had to make them, because they could not 
get them otherwise; they made the instruments because 
they had to play the Ninth Symphony.

After decades of senseless wars, all instigated by the 
Belgian, British, NATO, and Anglo-American conceit 
of “global imperial dominance,” they wished, intended, 
and succeeded in performing one of the greatest discov-
eries in the history of humanity, Beethoven’s Ninth 
Symphony. They did this, not only for their own souls’ 
sake, but for the sake of the more than six million that 
had died in the ongoing wars since 1997. Their human-
ity did not simply cry out to be recognized; their hu-
manity chose to sing out, instead, and was immediately 

recognized, because the world was left 
no choice: Beethoven was speaking 
from the Congo.

A Sudden, Pungent Convergence
The September 9-12 performances of 

the Mozart Requiem in New York and 
New Jersey radiated a universal principle 
of human creativity into a United States 
disgusted with itself for accepting a 
crime against its citizens and against hu-
manity—the bombing of the World Trade 
Center on September 11 and its coverup. 
Concurrently, a potent, higher view of 
humanity was also being expressed in the 
drive to override Barack Obama’s oppo-
sition to bringing the true killers of Sep-
tember 11 to justice, and that higher idea 
was being unanimously supported by 
members of the otherwise moribund, but 
potentially mobilizable Congress.

The radiating effect of the perfor-
mances and the drive against the Sep-
tember 11 killers converged, suddenly, 
in a possibility for action, a blow that 
could be struck for humanity against the 
British empire and Obama, its main rep-
resentative in the United States.

Like an earlier action taken against 
the infamous New York colonial governor, the “fabu-
lous” Lord Cornbury, “the worst governor ever ap-
pointed in the American colonies,” the cynosure of the 
cesspool of degeneracy that was and always shall be the 
British Crown, the action taken to override Barack 
Obama’s veto was delivered with spice, with “pungency 
and force.” It was a brief glimpse of not only the true 
character of the American people, but also of the power 
available through America to humanity as a whole, “to 
do right.” That power affected people that did not hear 
the performances, did not know that they even hap-
pened, and have no idea of what Mozart sounds like.

The Next Irresistible Resonance
Percy Shelley admonishes us that “the mind in cre-

ation is as a fading coal, which some invisible influ-
ence, like an inconstant wind, awakens to transitory 
brightness; this power arises from within, like the color 
of a flower which fades and changes as it is developed, 
and the conscious portions of our natures are unpro-
phetic either of its approach or its departure.”

EIRNS/Sylvia Rosas
The September 9-12 performances of the Mozart Requiem in New York and New 
Jersey radiated a universal principle of human creativity. Here,the Schiller 
Institute Chorus performing Mozart’s Requiem in the Mass at St.Joseph’s Co-
Cathedral in Brooklyn, New York on Sept. 11, 2016.
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So something else will have to be done to accom-
plish this next campaign’s objective of implementing 
the Four Laws of LaRouche and mastering Hamilton’s 
four reports. A new, musical idea is required.

The regular Saturday solfège classes with Diane 
Sare, designed to teach people to read music and to sing 
in the context of a fixed “do” system—in which the 
value of “Middle C” is fixed at 256 cycles per second—
is the actual beginning of the LaRouche dialogue. These 
classes are essential for preparing citizens to creatively 
act. (As Louis Pasteur once said, “Chance favors only 
the prepared mind.”)

The audience is compelled to “tune up” their minds 
prior to the discussion. The purpose is to focus the dis-
cussion on a singular intent—not a topic, but an idea to 
be universally grasped. In addition to the classes and 
weekly choral rehearsals, John Sigerson, director of the 
music work of the Schiller Institute and leader of the 
four Mozart performances, is currently lecturing on 
work pioneered by LaRouche on tuning and registra-
tion/voice-placement. The task of every competent or-
chestra, ensemble, or great performer is to grasp a single 
musical idea of the composition, to which all other ideas 
are necessarily subordinate. So it is, also, with organiz-
ing the American people to act “in concert.”

Sigerson, co-author of the book, A Manual on 
Tuning And Registration, has for nearly 30 years par-
ticipated in groundbreaking work to returning the na-
tion’s and the world’s concert stages to what is vari-
ously called “scientific tuning,” “Verdi pitch,” and 
“proper tuning.” For the Requiem, Sigerson used his 
extensive work to tune the voices of the non-profes-
sional chorus in such a way as to cause the ensemble to 
perform and to sound far better than many professional 
choruses.

It was precisely this choral principle that was used 
to great effect in the mobilization of the Congress. A 
unity of effect was created in that body, not merely 
through “citizen pressure,” but through assisting the 
families of the victims of 9/11, and the courageous few 
Congressmen that supported them, in their voice-place-
ment. The families and Congressmen were always 
“saying” the right thing; the problem was to project 
their message in such a way that an irresistible “shock 
wave”-like resonance was established that could pene-
trate even the usually morally opaque Congress.

It worked. And it will be in the higher domain of 
musical ideas that the campaign to reinstate Glass-Stea-
gall, as a Hamiltonian measure, must find its inspiration 
to succeed.

A Manual on the Rudiments of

Tuning and
Registration
BOOK I:

Introduction and
Human Singing Voice
A Schiller Institute team of musicians and scientists, headed by statesman and 
philosopher Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., presents a manual to teach the universal 
principles which underlie the creation of great works of Classical musical art.

Book I focuses on the principles of natural beauty which any work of art must 
satisfy in order to be beautiful. First and foremost is the bel canto vocalization 
of polyphony, sung at the “natural” or “scientific” tuning which sets middle C at 
approximately 256 cycles per second. Copious musical examples are drawn 
from the Classical musical literature to show how the natural registration of 
each species of singing voice, along with natural tuning, is the composer’s 
indispensable “raw material” for the rigorous creation of poetic ironies without 
which no work of art can rightly be called “Classical.”

The book that will unleash a musical revolution—

“This Manual is an indispensable 
contribution to the true history of 
music and a guide to the 
interpretation of music, particularly 
regarding the tone production of 
singers and string players alike. . . . 
I fully endorse this book and 
congratulate Lyndon LaRouche on 
his initiative.”

—Norbert Brainin, founder and 
first violinist, Amadeus Quartet

“Without any doubt an excellent 
initiative. It is particularly important 
to raise the question of tuning in 
connection with bel canto technique, 
since today's high tuning misplaces 
all register shifts, and makes it very 
difficult for a singer to have the 
sound float above the breath. . . . 
What is true for the voice, is also 
true for instruments.”

—Carlo Bergonzi

$50  Order online at: 

store.larouchepub.com
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We have to build up fast, very fast, the greatest 
growth of productivity inside nations, now. In 
other words, we have to understand what man-
kind is and what mankind must become, fast. We 
have not yet caught the idea. But we can. So, why 
don’t you start doing it?

—Lyndon LaRouche

Oct. 10—What ever happened to the agapē in our space 
program? This very question is fundamental to our con-
tinued existence as the human species. This is the sub-
ject that subsumes Lyndon LaRouche’s “Four New 
Laws” to save immediately the United States, which he 
introduced in June 2014. What LaRouche presents in 
this economic platform is not a matter of mere banking 
policy or of breaking up the big banks. What 
he prescribes is what is needed to end Wall 
Street and the financial oligarchy once and 
for all. What is required is the unleashing of 
the potential for human creative progress and 
productivity, a principle embedded in our na-
tion’s Declaration of Independence, our 
Constitution, and its Preamble, and it is ex-
pressed in the work of the first Treasury Sec-
retary of our nation, Alexander Hamilton.

LaRouche’s four laws are these:

1. The immediate re-enactment of the 
Glass-Steagall law instituted by U.S. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, without 
modification, as to principle of action.

2. A return to a system of top-down 
National Banking, and thoroughly so de-
fined. The precedents for this shall be 
taken from the banking and credit system 
established by Alexander Hamilton, as 
well as Abraham Lincoln’s action of cre-
ating a national currency (“Green-
backs”), under Presidential authority.

3. The deployment of a new Federal Credit 
system to generate high-productivity trends in 
improvements of employment, with the accom-
panying intention to increase the physical-eco-
nomic productivity and the standard of living of 
the persons and households of the United States. 
An increase in productive employment, as ac-
complished under Franklin Roosevelt, must re-
flect an increase in real productivity, coherent 
with an increase in energy-flux density in the na-
tion’s economic practice.

4. The adoption a Fusion-Driver Crash Pro-
gram. The essential distinction of man from all 
lower forms of life, and hence, in practice, is that 
it presents the means for the perfection of the 

FOR ALL MANKIND

What Happened to Agapē  
In Our Exploration of Space?
by Kesha Rogers

Wikimedia Commons/Public Domain 
LaRouche’s four laws rest “on an underlying principle of an unconditional—
that is, agapic—love for mankind, to create its future.” Here, a portion of The 
Parable of the Good Samaritan by Jan Wijnants, 1670, in the State Hermitage 
Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia.

http://www.larouchepub.com/lar/2016/4329_revisit_4_laws.html
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specifically affirmative aims and needs of human 
individual and social life.

Passion Flows from Understanding Man
What is required at this very moment, for this nation 

and the world, is not merely an economic recovery. We 
must have a Hamiltonian/LaRouchian vision for an 
Economic Renaissance. In its essence, it goes far beyond 
merely building infrastructure and putting people back 
to work. We must rekindle a passion to create the future! 
What is required is a complete revolution in science in 
the terms that LaRouche is demanding today and in 
what is now being set as a cultural standard in China, as 
exemplified by the direction of its space program and its 
commitment to a win-win strategy for mankind.

This revolution in science must start with a re-
newed conception and understanding of the true nature 
of mankind—what it means to be truly human. How 
do we advance the conception of mankind as capable 
of acting for the benefit of all, from the standpoint that 
we are thereby going to advance and share in the 
greatest potentials for mankind that ever existed? 
This is expressed most poetically in the combination 
of 1 Corinthians 13 and in Krafft Ehricke’s Three 
Laws of Astronautics.

That memorable chapter of 1 Corinthians unfolds the 
concept of agapic love: “Charity [agapē] suffereth long, 
and is kind; charity envieth not; charity vaunteth not 
itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, 
seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no 
evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth.”

Krafft Ehricke addressed this question of the 
common aims of mankind in fulfilling its greatest po-
tentials, and saw that the pathway is through “leaving 
the confines of one small planet” to expand our explora-
tion and settlement to other worlds. To that end, he for-
mulated these Three Laws of Astronautics:

1. Nobody and nothing under the natural 
laws of this universe [can] impose any limita-
tions on man, except man himself.

2. Not only the Earth, but the entire Solar 
system, and as much of the universe as he can 
reach under the laws of nature, are man’s rightful 
field of activity.

3. By expanding throughout the universe, 
man fulfills his destiny as an element of life, en-
dowed with the power of reason and the wisdom 
of the moral law within himself.

The Love of the Other
The subsuming process of all these works—and 

what lies at the heart of LaRouche’s proposal—is man-
kind’s discovery of the meaning of mankind. What is 
the purpose for which we exist? How do we implement 
and advance the creative power which is uniquely 
human? LaRouche developed his four laws from a 
Hamiltonian standard based on an underlying principle 
of an unconditional—that is, agapic—love for man-
kind, to create its future.

The Hamiltonian principles which set the standards 
for our nation’s economic policies do not arise from the 
standpoint of money having some intrinsic value, but 
from an understanding of the value of the human mind 
and of increasing the productive powers of mind. Ham-
ilton’s principles of economics come from the idea of 
happiness, an agapic principle adopted in our Declara-
tion of Independence from the German philosopher and 
economist Gottfried Leibniz. That is what you will find 
when you read the four major reports to the Congress 
by Alexander Hamilton.

This is the essence of what the British Empire and 
its financial oligarchy—represented by Wall Street and 
its stooges—have made every effort to destroy since 
the murder of Hamilton by the British tool Aaron Burr. 
Our nation’s greatest leaders—including John Quincy 
Adams, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt, and 
John F. Kennedy—understood and consciously en-
gaged in this fight to defeat this enemy of the creative 
progress of mankind.

These Presidents understood more than just Hamil-
ton’s conception of national credit or of banking. They 
understood a unique principle of the United States to be 
the advance of the productive and creative powers of 
every living being in this nation and on this planet—
what LaRouche would later define in his science of 
physical economy as the increase in relative potential  
population density.

Only Yesterday
President Franklin Roosevelt, a devout student of Al-

exander Hamilton, was inspired by his great-grandfa-
ther, Isaac Roosevelt, who worked directly with Hamil-
ton. This laid the basis for FDR’s victory over the Wall 
Street looters of his day and his ability to unleash the 
greatest productive machine the world had ever seen. 
The period of Franklin Roosevelt through that of John F. 
Kennedy was known as the Golden Age of Productivity. 
Today we need a golden age of productivity for the 
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world, and that is just the future 
that China has set out to create, 
with more than half of the world al-
ready joining in. The United States 
must take its rightful place and 
make its due contribution in bring-
ing about this very future.

Our Golden Age of Productivity 
continued with the development of 
our space program under the vi-
sionary leadership of great space 
pioneers such as the little known 
genius, the German-American aero-
nautical engineer, Krafft Ehricke.

When the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Act was passed by 
Congress in 1958, creating NASA, 
the declaration of purpose stated: 
“The Congress hereby declares 
that it is the policy of the United 
States that activities in space 
should be devoted to peaceful purposes for the benefit 
of all mankind.” The Act goes on to define that the aero-
nautical and space activities of the United States shall 
be so conducted as to contribute materially to one or 
more of the following objectives:

1. The expansion of human knowledge of 
phenomena in the atmosphere and space.

2. The improvement of the usefulness, per-
formance, speed, safety, and efficiency of aero-
nautical and space vehicles.

3. The development and operation of vehi-
cles capable of carrying instruments, equipment, 
supplies, and living organisms through space.

4. The establishment of long-range studies of 
the potential benefits to be gained from, the op-
portunities for, and the problems involved in the 
utilization of aeronautical and space activities for 
peaceful and scientific purposes.

5. The preservation of the role of the United 
States as a leader in aeronautical and space sci-
ence and technology and in the application 
thereof to the conduct of peaceful activities 
within and outside the atmosphere.

6. The making available to agencies directly 
concerned with national defenses of discoveries 
that have military value or significance, and the 
furnishing by such agencies, to the civilian 
agency established to direct and control non-

military aeronautical and space activities, of in-
formation as to discoveries which have value or 
significance to that agency.

7. Cooperation by the United States with 
other nations and groups of nations in work done 
pursuant to this Act and in the peaceful applica-
tion of the results, thereof.

8. The most effective utilization of the sci-
entific and engineering resources of the United 
States, with close cooperation among all inter-
ested agencies of the United States in order to 
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort, facili-
ties, and equipment.

Devotion to the exploration of space must start with 
a love for, and commitment to the creative development 
of all mankind. The vision for space exploration and 
settlement was never merely a race or a matter of mili-
tary dominance, contrary to the wild ideas of some in 
the scientific community. The space program as envi-
sioned by Ehricke was a commitment to the future of 
mankind. When NASA was established, Ehricke had 
already written some profound works on the idea of 
space travel and what he called mankind’s extraterres-
trial imperative. He had written an imaginary account 
of space travel in the year 2050, in 1948—ten years 
before NASA (published in part in 21st Century Sci-
ence & Technology, Spring 2003).

 Ehricke understood the unique quality of mankind 

We must have a Fusion-Driver Crash Program. Shown here, the test-bed of South Korea’s 
superconducting tokamak fusion reactor, KSTAR.

http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/articles/Spring03/Ehricke.html
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that defies the oligarchy’s rejection of our creative human 
identity—that creative identity which is essential for 
mankind’s mission to develop our Universe. He states, 
“By expanding through the Universe, man fulfills his 
destiny as an element of life; endowed with the power of 
reason and the wisdom of the moral law within himself.”

President Kennedy’s thinking intersected Ehricke’s 
concept of mankind. At the groundbreaking ceremony 
for the Hanford nuclear generating plant in Hanford, 
Washington, on September 26, 1963, he said, “This 
great, rich country of ours has a long, unfinished agenda, 
but it has always had that agenda in creative times, and 
this is a creative time in our country and throughout the 
world.”

The Path to Fusion Power
LaRouche’s fourth law calls for a Fusion-Driver 

Crash Program. Obama’s rejection of the “essential dis-
tinction of man from all lower forms of life” was pre-
cisely the idea at the core of his attack on our nation’s 
space program and his rejection of a revolution in sci-
ence through a fusion driver program. His attacks on 
our nation’s manned space program and our fusion re-
search programs have been brutal. Obama had the nerve 
to say that we don’t need any “fancy fusion.” Now 
you’ve seen not only the shutdown of our manned space 
program, but the termination of work toward break-
throughs in advanced scientific and technical programs, 
such as the fusion research and development programs 
at MIT, with serious repercussions for the fusion pro-
gram at Princeton. And you have seen the U.S. rejection 
of cooperation with other nations on such projects.

It is all being shut down because we didn’t demand 
Glass-Steagall. We didn’t insist on the Hamiltonian 
credit system to put the necessary credit into these great 
scientific endeavors and large-scale infrastructure. We 
chose instead to bail out Wall Street, to protect the loot-
ers and let more and more people die. This was not the 
standard of Hamilton, nor of Franklin Roosevelt or 
John F. Kennedy.

Kennedy understood the importance of the nation’s 
space program as a science driver program for progress 
in the economy across a broad front. And he understood 
nuclear power production as the complement to the 
space program, in terms of its effects on the economy as 
a whole. At the Hanford groundbreaking ceremony, he 
said, “We must hasten the development of low-cost 
atomic power. I think we should lead the world in 
this. . . . Our experts estimate that half of all electric 

energy generated in the United States will come from 
nuclear sources.”

Kennedy knew that it was essential to unleash the 
creative powers of every person in this nation. At Han-
ford, he spoke of “All of the trained and educated men 
and women who are making our country over, who are 
building a better standard of living for our people—this 
is a time when we wish to encourage the release of 
energy, human energy, which is the most extraordinary 
of all.” Today that vision for human development and 
cooperation is being carried out by what China is doing 
in the development of its space and nuclear programs.

 Implement LaRouche’s Four Laws!
LaRouche is emphatic that China has to be a model 

from the standpoint of the space program. The standard 
that China has set for itself and the world reflects nothing 
less than a renaissance and a new paradigm for the prog-
ress of all mankind. China’s space program is organized 
around a national commitment to cultural and scientific 
advance, and because of this, China is now going to the 
far side of the Moon, unlike any other nation—doing 
something that no other nation has done. What does this 
mean? This is a breakthrough toward a revolution in sci-
ence, a breakthrough for the benefit and progress of all 
man kind. This is the very principle of LaRouche’s four 
laws.

What China represents for the world today is what 
the United States and its founding principles once rep-
resented. What is required of our nation today is the 
revolution in science that LaRouche is calling for—a 
revolution in the conception of the nature of mankind: 
what it means to be human, what we are as a species.

We have to pull our nation out of the depths of the 
dark age conditions that have dominated much of the 
trans-Atlantic world in the recent decades. We must stop 
the mass killings and reverse the upward trend in sui-
cides in the United States and around the world. That is 
why we are going to implement LaRouche’s four laws 
now. It is time to shut down Wall Street now! End the 
financial speculation! We must redefine our national 
commitment to humanity. We have the potential to bring 
about a Renaissance for all of mankind, if we choose to 
do so—based on a true understanding of what mankind 
is, and what our future must be. It is time to begin the 
implementation of LaRouche’s four laws by re-institut-
ing the Glass-Steagall Act. Demand that Congress get 
back to Washington now, to pass Glass-Steagall! It has a 
responsibility to this nation and to mankind.
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The tremendous transformation to 
optimism and moral strength taking 
place within the Philippines, under 
the leadership of President Rodrigo 
Duterte, is captured in the following 
brief report, reprinted from the EIR 
Daily Alert Service. The hysterical 
diatribe against Duterte coming from 
Obama and his ilk over Duterte’s War 
on Drugs is not surprising, given that 
Obama is pushing drug legalization 
across the country and around the 
world, contributing to the worst drug 
epidemic in American history and 
tearing every community in the coun-
try apart.

Some of the Cabinet officials ref-
erenced here have been technocrats 
in the past, serving Philippine gov-
ernments subservient to the Washing-
ton and London bankers, but have 
gained courage and moral fortitude 
from Duterte’s leadership. Duterte has dedicated him-
self to ending the hunger, poverty, and drug addiction of 
his country, and to totally rejecting Obama’s effort to 
use his country as a battle station for a war on China. 

—Michael Billington

Oct. 7—“Go to Hell with your aid!” Was this Philippine 
President Duterte again telling the U.S. that the people 
of the Philippines were no longer America’s Little 
Brown Brothers? Close—but in fact it is a quote from 
President Sukarno of Indonesia in 1964, after the assas-
sination of JFK (who had supported Sukarno) and the 
launching of a “regime change” operation against him 
from London and Washington, as part of America’s 
tragic turn to British imperialism and colonial wars.

But Duterte said essentially the same thing yester-
day: “Go away, bring your money to somewhere else. 
We will survive as a nation.” Speaking to police officers 
in the southern city of Butuan, Duterte said, “How do 

you look at us, [as] mendicants? We will survive. Even 
if we’ll go through hardships, we will survive. But we 
will never, never compromise our dignity. If you think 
it is high time for you guys to withdraw your assistance, 
go ahead, we will not beg for it.”

An End to Subservience Declared
And not only the President is standing up to 

Obama:
• Foreign Secretary Perfecto Yasay posted on his 

website a statement titled, “America has failed us.” It 
reads, in part: “Breaking away from the shackling de-
pendency of the Philippines to effectively address both 
internal and external security threats has become im-
perative in putting an end to our nation’s subservi-
ence to United States interests.” He said that, despite 
being granted independence in 1946, “the former colo-
nial masters held onto invisible chains that reined us in 
toward dependency and submission as little brown 

King Rodriguez - Presidential Communications Operation Office
President Rodrigo Duterte presents a chart illustrating a drug trade network of 
high-level drug syndicates in the Philippines during a press conference, July 7, 2016.

Philippines to Obama: Keep Your Aid!
by Michael Billington
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brothers not capable of true independence and free-
dom.” He said that the “carrot and stick” policy had 
been “effectively used all through the long years 
since our independence to force Filipinos into sub-
mission to American demands and interests. This is 
what [President Duterte] is now trying to liberate us 
from.”

• General (ret.) Delfin Lorenzana, the Defense Sec-
retary, speaking to the foreign press today, was asked 
about Duterte’s charge that the CIA was out to assassi-
nate him. He said that he had asked U.S. Ambassador 
Philip Goldberg about it, who said, “We don’t do that.” 
It is not known whether Lorenzana reminded the Am-
bassador of Obama’s weekly drone kill list. Lorenzana 
did note, however, that President Duterte “keeps saying 
to us in private, ‘I don’t think I can solve this problem 
during my time,’ ” asking them to continue the mission 
if he were to be assassinated. Lorenzana said Duterte 
was “not fatalistic,” but was aware that “a person’s life 
is very fleeting.”

Lorenzana said his country had faced similar attacks 
from the U.S. during the time of Marcos, concluding: 
“Personally, I welcome this development. It’s time 
maybe to reassess our relationship. Maybe we should 
reassess what we should be getting from the alliance . . . 

It’s part of maybe growing up. We 
should not be too dependent on 
one country,” adding that he was 
looking to China and Russia for 
possible arms purchases and other 
help.

• In Washington, D.C., the 
Philippine Secretaries of Finance, 
Budget, and Socioeconomic Plan-
ning spoke at the Philippine Em-
bassy Wednesday, and all three 
were extremely optimistic about 
Duterte’s commitment to revers-
ing the economic disaster left over 
from the past administrations, 
openly admitting that the poverty 
rate in the country is the worst in 
the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN), that the wealth 
gap is horrendous, that the “oligar-
chy” living in Manila had ignored 
any development outside of the 
capital (although the infrastructure 

in Manila is also disastrous), and that agricultural 
output and farmer income is literally declining from an 
already low base.

Threats Rejected
When an American “wealth management” financier 

rose to warn them that “Duterte’s statements and be-
havior” were causing her clients to pull out of the Phil-
ippines and that they had better stop him, Finance Sec-
retary Carlos Dominguez responded that he had been 
meeting with Canadians, Japanese, and others who 
were very anxious to invest in the country, and that the 
government would be meeting with China this month to 
discuss infrastructure investments. “If some of you in 
the U.S. are having second thoughts about investing,” 
he said, “it is too bad for you to miss out, but we have 
plenty of investors.”

This is a powerful model for the world’s develop-
ing nations of the necessary fight against Obama’s im-
perial warmongering and economic looting. Projected 
U.S. aid to the Philippines for 2017 is a paltry $188 
million and perhaps a few worn out Coast Guard ves-
sels. The United States long ago stopped building any 
infrastructure in the Philippines, or anywhere else for 
that matter.

CC/Mike Gonzalez
Philippines’ alliance with the United States is at a dead end in favor of infrastructure 
investment discussions with Asian nations, to fight crushing poverty.
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Oct. 10—President Barack Obama is a killer, but he’s 
also a faker. “Obama and company are trying to in-
timidate the world into submission — but it’s not likely 
to work. There are many nations and forces in Asia and 
even in Europe who can’t be convinced by this.” That 
was EIR Editor-in-Chief Lyndon LaRouche’s judg-
ment in discussion on Oct. 6 of the strong Russian De-
fense Ministry warnings against any U.S. attack on 
Syrian and Russian forces in Syria, and the furious 
threat to “beat Russia down,” delivered by U.S. Army 
Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley in a Washington, 
D.C., speech Oct. 4. Milley’s outburst coincided 
with a “leak” to Josh Rogin of 
the Washington Post that 
active options for U.S. at-
tacks on Syrian (and inevita-
bly Russian) armed forces are 
under discussion in the White 
House.

LaRouche added that 
“Obama would like to say that 
Russia is his number-one 
enemy, but his threats are not 
true. General war is beyond 
anything Obama can under-
stand. He’d like to have al-
mighty power, but he doesn’t 
have it any more. He’s more 
like just a British royal family 
agent with a bad smell.” None-
theless in drone killings, in 
Libya, in Iraq, in Syria, now in 
Yemen, etc., Obama is a “lying 
mass murderer,” LaRouche 
concluded. “When you say 

those three words —‘lying mass murderer’— you’ve 
got him.”

Old Wine in New Bottles
The murders by drone, which Obama orders every 

Tuesday, are an uglier caricature of the “air power” 
doctrine than, for instance, H.G. Wells’ seminal “Shape 
of Things to Come” of 1933. Death is dealt out from the 
air by omniscient supermen against whom there is nei-
ther defense nor retaliation.

After World War II, American enthusiasts for the 
1945 firebombing of Dresden and for “systems analy-

White House/Pete Souza
LaRouche: “Obama and company are trying to intimidate the world, but it’s not likely to 
work.” Here, President Obama with members of his national security team in the Situation 
Room of the White House.

Obama and the Third Offset: From 
Strategic Bluff to War of Annihilation
by Carl Osgood
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sis,” formed the RAND Corporation to advise the Air 
Force. Now Obama’s proclivities have caused him to 
embrace an incompetent strain of RAND Corporation 
thinking that has been resident at the Pentagon since at 
least 1973. This is signified today in the Pentagon’s so-
called “Third Offset Strategy,” which is intended—or 
so its proponents say—to lead to technological innova-
tions that will help the U.S. military overcome advan-
tages that, in particular, Russia and China have gained 
in the past decade and a half in developing their military 
services.

The chief proponent of the third offset strategy is 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work, who told 
Breaking Defense’s Sydney Freedberg in an interview 
last February, that the third offset is “about human-
machine collaborative combat networks.” In other 
words, Freedberg wrote, Work wants artificial intelli-
gence to help humans make decisions, computers to 
keep “an unblinking eye,” to sort through gigabytes of 
“big data” for actionable intelligence and detect 
“subtle patterns” in the behavior of adversaries, and to 
execute military actions that are too fast for human 
reflexes.

The term “third offset,” itself refers to what its pro-
ponents have defined as the first two offsets: President 

Eisenhower’s “New Look” nuclear doctrine of the 
1950s, and the DoD’s technological push in the 1970s 
that resulted in stealth, precision-guided weapons, and 
other technologies that came to fruition beginning in 
the late 1980s. “The whole vision of the offset is to 
make the human better, not to make the machines 
better,” Work told Freedberg. “We’re building on the 
[existing] battle networks that employ conventional 
weapons, and we’re vastly improving them by utilizing 
[artificial intelligence] and autonomy . . . to allow 
humans to make better decisions, to perform better in 
combat, and to be more effective.”

If this sounds at all familiar, that’s because it’s 
really old (synthetic) wine in a new bottle. It’s a new 
generation of the “Revolution in Military Affairs” 
(RMA) that failed so spectacularly in the sands of Iraq 
and the poppy fields of Afghanistan. The RMA origi-
nated in the Pentagon’s “Office of Net Assessment,” 
headed from 1973 until last year by Andrew Marshall, 
who began his career in 1949 “thinking about the un-
thinkable,” that is, how to fight nuclear war. While 
Marshall was thinking about fighting nuclear wars 
against the Soviet Union and China, he was also en-

U.S. Army/Staff Sgt. Chuck Burden
U.S. Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley proposed to “beat 
Russia down” in a Washington speech Oct. 4. Here he testifies 
before the Senate Appropriations Committee, Feb. 24, 2016. DoD/Petty Officer 1st Class Tim D. Godbee

Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work, the chief proponent 
of the third offset strategy, which Work sees as an updated 
version of Blitzkrieg.
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gaged in building a net-
work of disciples through-
out the military and the 
national security think-
tank community, from the 
1970s on, who would 
then embed his method of 
thinking into the relevant 
institutions.

The key think-tank in 
Marshall’s network is the 
“Center for Strategic and 
Budgetary Assessments” 
(CSBA), founded by re-
tired Army Col. Andrew 
Krepinevich, a 1989-1990 
alumnus of Marshall’s 
office. The CSBA gave us 
the “Air-Sea Battle” oper-
ational concept in 2010, 
for waging war against 
China in the South China 
Sea. The “third offset” 
strategy, which the CSBA 
introduced with a 94-page 
report in late 2014, builds 
on the earlier work of the 
RMA and the Air-Sea Battle concept. Robert Work 
spent the George W. Bush years working at CSBA, 
where he was well indoctrinated in the method of think-
ing of Andrew Marshall, if he wasn’t already familiar 
with it before then. He was appointed Undersecretary 
of the Navy in 2009. Work moved to his present job in 
2013, and was put in charge of the “third offset” effort 
by then-Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel.

That the third offset is derived from the RMA is not 
lost on journalist Freedberg, cited above, who reports 
that both deal with the combination of precision-guided 
weapons, long range surveillance, and the networks re-
quired to get targeting information from the sensor to 
the shooter.

However, Freedberg claims they come from oppo-
site directions. The RMA came out of the 1991 Gulf 
War, which convinced strategists that the American 
combination of precision, surveillance, and networks 
would always give America an unmatchable advantage 
in future conflicts. The third offset, on the other hand 
“arises from the unhappy realization that the Russian 

bear is back, China is rising, and they’re rapidly field-
ing the very combination of precision, surveillance, and 
networks that was once a U.S. monopoly,” Freedberg 
writes. “Worse, they’re developing tactics and technol-
ogies, especially in cyberspace and the radio spectrum, 
specifically to baffle, blind, or destroy our networked 
war-machine. If our adversaries are learning how to 
copy and counter our current advantages, we need to 
offset their growing power—hence the name—by find-
ing new advantages.”

The automatic assumption that China and Russia 
are U.S. adversaries is but one carryover from Andrew 
Marshall’s thinking. During the Cold War, Marshall 
had focused all of his attention on the Soviet Union, but 
when the Soviet Union collapsed, he turned to China, 
commissioning translations of many Chinese military 
writings, in much the same way that he had earlier ap-
proached the Soviet Union.

One result of the focus on China was a study called 
“Asia 2025,” which came out in early 2000. According 
to a Washington Post article at the time, the report pos-

U.S. Army/Mr. Scott Davis
The “third offset strategy,” like the earlier versions of 
the so-called Revolution in Military Affairs, comes 
from the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment, long 
headed by Andrew Marshall. Marshall, shown here, 
began his career in 1949 with Herman Kahn, 
planning how to fight nuclear war against the Soviet 
Union and China.

U.S. Army (ret.) Col. Andrew 
Krepinevich, a member of Andrew 
Marshall’s network who founded the 
Center for Strategic and Budgetary 
Assessments. It employs Marshall’s 
outlook and methods. In 2010 it 
produced the Air-Sea Battle 
operational concept for war against 
China in the South China Sea.
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tulated that China will be a future threat to the United 
States whether it is strong or weak. This was the think-
ing that continued through the Air-Sea Battle con-
cept—though the Pentagon tried hard to play it down—
and is fully embedded in the third offset strategy. This 
also happens to be fully coherent with President 
Obama’s “Asia Pivot,” announced in January 2012, by 
which the United States would shift the majority of its 
military forces to the Western Pacific to counter a 
“rising China.”

The Blitzkrieg Outlook
Another sign that the third offset isn’t really all that 

different from the RMA, is the attachment to the Nazi 
Blitzkrieg model of operations of 1939-1940. Accord-
ing to Mark Pomerleau, writing in the Sept. 19, 2016 
issue of the C4ISR Journal, Robert Work has described 
the end goal the third offset seeks to achieve, through 
the lens of the interwar period of the 1920s and 1930s. 
All nations had access to the same technologies, such 

as radios, airplanes and tanks, “but only the Germans 
put everything together into an operational concept 
called Blitzkrieg,” Work said. “Now we were all fast 
followers. As soon as we saw it, we all said: ’God, 
why didn’t we think of that?’ By 1944 we were ‘out-
blitzkrieging’ the Germans.”

This is remarkably similar to the language used 
in an article by Sen. Dan Coats (R-Ind.) that ap-
peared in the Joint Force Quarterly in 1999. Coats 
was one of the architects of what became the U.S. 
Joint Forces Command’s “Joint Experimentation Di-
rectorate,” where many of the RMA concepts were de-
veloped into operational doctrine during the G.W. Bush 
years.

Coats wrote that only by integrating information 
age technology “with changes in organization and doc-
trine, based on truly joint concepts, can our capabilities 
be maximized. It was this type of integration that made 
Blitzkrieg and carrier aviation [into] revolutionary new 
technology used in new ways with new force struc-

U.S. Navy photo/Chief Photographer’s Mate Todd P. Cichonowicz
Exercise Valiant Shield 2016 tested the Air-Sea Battle operational concept in the Philippine Sea.
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tures.” He added that “During 
the 1930s, combat aircraft, 
tanks, and radio communica-
tions were available in both 
France and Germany. But 
through the efforts of von 
Seekt and Guderian, the Ger-
mans leveraged them with new 
organizations and doctrine to 
develop more effective war-
fighting capabilities. Thus, the 
development of the Blitzkrieg 
offers insight into creating 
change.”

What Work is ignoring and 
Coats before him, is that the 
Blitzkrieg model of operations 
failed when it came up against 
an enemy—the Soviet Union—
that was able to muster both the 
will and the capacity to resist 
it.

Why the RMA Failed
In earlier times, the proponents of failed ideas might 

have been fired from any positions of responsibility and 
consequently faded from history. In post-Cold War 
Washington, D.C., they get to change the names of their 
failed ideas and do the same thing all over again. The 
Revolution in Military Affairs failed because its think-
ers didn’t take into account the human factor in war-
fare,— or better said, their whole raison d’etre is pre-
cisely to oppose the human factor.

The RMA was encapsulated in buzz-phrases like 
“effects-based operations (EBO),” “rapid decisive op-
erations,” “operational net assessment,” “standing 
joint-force headquarters,” and so forth, that were flying 
around the halls of the Pentagon and military think-
tanks in 2001 and 2002. As was explained to this author 
in 2002, the hypothesis behind all this was that a stand-
ing joint force headquarters that uses “operational net 
assessment” and employs “effects-based operations,” 
can achieve “decision superiority,” enabling “rapid de-
cisive operations.”

As most informed people are aware by now, the 
invasion and occupation of Iraq, beginning in March 
2003, went nothing like that. It was neither rapid nor 
decisive, and bogged down quickly into irregular war-

fare. The U.S. Army and the 
U.S. Marine Corps were 
forced to abandon the buzz-
phrases and learn how to fight 
a counterinsurgency campaign 
instead, exactly the opposite 
of what the RMA had pre-
dicted.

The RMA also failed in 
Israel. One study, produced by 
the U.S. Army’s Combat Stud-
ies Institute, attributed the fail-
ure of the Israeli military cam-
paign in Lebanon in 2006 to 
precisely the operational con-
cepts of the RMA. They were 
not designed to inflict actual 
military defeat on Hezbollah. 
Rather they were supposed to 
produce “effects” that would 
force Hezbollah out of south-
ern Lebanon and cause it to 
disarm.

The IDF began with an air 
campaign that was supposed to produce those effects, 
and when that failed, the Israeli army launched a ground 
campaign that was supposed to do the same thing. In-
stead, it ran into an expertly prepared conventional but 
decentralized defense that was entirely unperturbed by 
Israeli efforts to generate “effects.” It was able to inflict 
heavy casualties on poorly prepared Israeli ground 
forces, whose major experience over the previous sev-
eral years had been in occupation duty in the Palestin-
ian territories. Ultimately, the RMA was about “behav-
ior modification” of the enemy, not the proven principles 
of military campaigning.

The concepts of the RMA were finally demolished 
by Gen. James Mattis, now retired, but who was then 
commander of the U.S. Joint Forces Command. In an 
August 2008 memo, he cited the Israeli experience in 
Lebanon as well as the U.S. war in Iraq. Mattis noted 
that these concepts “have not delivered on their adver-
tised benefits,” and that “a clear understanding of 
these concepts has proven problematic and elusive for 
U.S. and multinational personnel.” Among the con-
clusions that the Army, the Marine Corps, and other 
observers have come to, Mattis wrote, were the fol-
lowing:

U.S. Congress
Sen. Dan Coats (R-Ind.), writing in Joint Force 
Quarterly in 1999: “The development of Blitzkrieg in 
the 1930s through the efforts of von Seekt and 
Guderian “offers insight into creating change.”
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• EBO assumes an unachievable level of predict-
ability.

• It cannot correctly anticipate reactions of com-
plex systems.

• It discounts the human dimension of war (pas-
sion, imagination, will power, and unpredictability, 
among other human characteristics).

The third offset is moving in the same sort of direc-
tion as the RMA did but, according to its critics, is even 
less developed conceptually than the RMA. “The Third 
Offset Strategy resembles a high tech version of the 
casting call for the tryouts for America’s Got Talent; 
even the producers have no idea who will show up or 
how they will perform,” wrote the Lexington Institute’s 
Dan Gouré in a June 14, 2016 article in The National 
Interest.

Gouré is convinced that the third offset is nothing 
more than a smokescreen to cover the fact that the 
Obama Administration is shrinking the U.S. military, 
both in size and capability. “The hope is that the Third 
Offset Strategy will do for the military what is already 
being done for parking garages, fast food restaurants 
and retail stores: reduce the need for human beings.” 
There is certainly room for such improvements in the 
military, Gouré went on, but there are practical limits to 
how far that can be taken.

“The bigger danger is 
that Department of Defense 
will become enamored of its 
‘new offset’ strategy and cut 
current programs and forces 
in anticipation of great re-
sults emerging from its in-
vestments in automation, big 
data, and robots,” he con-
cludes. “There is a long his-
tory of the Pentagon and the 
White House promising 
huge leaps forward in mili-
tary capabilities for future 
systems that are just Power-
Point slides, but cutting real 
capabilities now.”

The problem is that war 
is never quite as easy as the 
RMA proponents think they 
can make it. “A lot of times 
when the Army talks about 

the future of war, we don’t have a super-happy mes-
sage,” said Lt. Gen. H.R. McMaster, deputy com-
mander of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Com-
mand and long a harsh critic of utopian ideas about 
warfighting, according to a Nov. 14, 2014 article in 
Foreign Policy on the debate over strategy in Iraq and 
Syria. “We’re saying: ‘War is hard. War is difficult to 
resolve.’ But there are those who actually have a hap-
pier message, but the problem is, it’s self-delusion. It’s 
visions of future war that are fundamentally flawed.” It 
is with that sort of delusion that President Obama is 
taking us into confrontation with Russia and China, a 
confrontation in which he cannot control the outcome 
despite the delusions of the RMA crowd. This is why 
Lyndon LaRouche characterizes his actions as a bluff.

In modern war since Ulysses S. Grant, or “total 
war,” the “human factors” of passionate moral commit-
ment, total dedication, and creativity,—the same ones 
that Gen. Mattis cited—are ultimately decisive. Forget 
the childish “offset” theories as such. In Andy Mar-
shall, Robert Work, Gen. Milley and their like, there is 
a passionate commitment to deny—to annul—the 
human factor. What they have done with their power in 
the past, and what they are doing with Obama now, 
should demonstrate that this is no different from 
Obama’s passionate commitment to mass murder.

CC/IraqVet225
A U.S. armored vehicle, put out of action by an improvised explosive device (IED), in Iraq. 
According to the doctrine of the Revolution in Military Affairs, determined civilian resistance 
was expected to be insignificant. It wasn’t.
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Oct. 7—A perfect storm is brewing: The Damocles 
sword of an imminent collapse of the trans-Atlantic fi-
nancial system is hanging over the world, while the 
closely related strategic confrontation between the 
United States and Russia could shift at any moment 
from the now ongoing Cold War into a direct military 
confrontation—potentially the end of mankind. There 
is a way out, but it requires dumping geopolitics imme-
diately, and thinking in terms of a completely new para-
digm.

“How hot will the new Cold War be?” was the head-
line of Bild-Zeitung Oct. 7. The German government’s 
special coordinator for Russian policy , Gernot Erler, 
no longer rules out a direct military confrontation be-
tween the United States and Russia; Wolfgang Isch-
inger, head of the Munich Security Conference, consid-
ers this danger to be “significant.” Security experts 
Steven Simon and Jonathan Stevenson in the New York 
Times of Oct. 6, warn: “But the truth is that it is too late 
for the United States to wade deeper into the Syrian 
conflict without risking a major war.”

This danger is absolutely 
real, but the way the acute 
war danger is presented in 
most Western media can 
only be deemed pre-war pro-
paganda, which demonizes 
the prospective war oppo-
nent—in this case, Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. 
The suffering of the Syrian 
population is intolerable, but 
the chronology of events 
leading to it has been sup-
pressed. Who is responsible 
for the policy of regime 
change? Who has played the 
“Islamic card” against the 
Soviet Union since 1975 and 

built up the constantly renamed grouplets—from the 
Mujaheddin to Al-Qaeda, Al-Nusra, ISIS, and others—
and supplied them with weapons up to the present day, 
as journalist Jürgen Todenhöfer, among others, has 
stressed in recent interviews?

Who has covered up the true circumstances behind 
the September 11th attacks? Who has launched the 
wars against Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and Syria on the 
basis of well-known lies? Who turns a blind eye to 
Saudi Arabia’s barbaric war in Yemen?

‘Deep Emotional Breakdown’
Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergei Lavrov had just negotiated a ceasefire 
in Syria when the U.S. Air Force “by mistake” bombed 
positions of the Syrian army which had been known for 
months, killing 60 soldiers and wounding one hun-
dred—only to then blame Russian forces for the attack 
on the UN aid convoy in Aleppo, while providing no 
evidence whatsoever. The Russian government hence 
concluded that the Obama Administration was out to 

GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRASH AND DANGER OF WAR!

Is It One Minute Past Midnight?
By Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chair of the German political party Civil Rights Movement 
Solidarity (BüSo)

wikipedia
Free Syrian Army soldiers cleaning their rifles in Aleppo. Like Al-Qaeda, Al-Nusra, and ISIS, 
the Free Syrian Army is a surrogate for the regime-change powers.

http://www.bueso.de/
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sabotage Kerry’s strategy. It suspended the 
treaty for the disposal of weapons-grade 
plutonium with the United States, and an-
nounced the deployment of S-300 and 
S-400 anti-missile defense systems to 
Syria. Given this situation, demands for 
the establishment of no-fly zones and so-
called safe zones along the Turkish border 
with Syria—which could only be enforced 
by military means—are a direct declara-
tion of intent to confront Russia.

The spokesman for the Russian De-
fense Ministry, Igor Konaschenko, warned 
all those who were toying with the idea of 
direct military operations against the 
Syrian army that the S-300 and S-400 anti-
missile defense systems had surprises in 
store for them, and warned against the illu-
sion of being able to deploy stealth bomb-
ers. Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov 
commented on Washington’s announcement that it was 
abandoning any cooperation on a Syrian diplomatic 
settlement, that the decision makers in the United States 
are letting themselves be guided by emotion, rather 
than cool calculation. He said: “They are making every 
decision against the backdrop of a deep emotional 
breakdown.”

The Banking Absurdity
One can also assume in good conscience that the 

decision makers in the United States are not being 
guided behind the scenes by cool calculation in the case 
of the trans-Atlantic financial system. Because if they 
were, they would admit the total bankruptcy of the neo-
liberal monetarist system and carry out an immediate 
reorganization on the basis of a global Glass-Steagall/
bank separation system. Instead, the IMF and the World 
Bank at their semi-annual Oct. 7-9 meeting in Washing-
ton sought to continue their bankrupt policy, and made 
the incredible argument that the rise of populist protest 
movements against their policies was responsible for 
the crisis. That was just as absurd as their demand that 
China and India restrict their issuance of credit. The 
IMF criticized precisely those two nations that are the 
motors of growth in the world economy!

In private discussions among several participants in 
these meetings, the participants were horrified to real-
ize that the entire European and American banking 
system is not only hopelessly bankrupt, but that its 

criminal character has led to what is deadly for the fi-
nancial sector—namely, a full-scale crisis of confi-
dence. The unspoken problem was and remains 
Deutsche Bank, with its derivatives risk of 42 trillion 
euros—a sum about 12 times the annual Gross Domes-
tic Product of the entire German economy! And all the 
banks which are allegedly too big to fail, are counter-
parties in Deutsche Bank’s derivatives contracts, and 
can sink together with it.

The New York Times lamented Oct. 6 that Deutsche 
Bank could turn out to be the new Lehman Brothers, 
and quoted Harvard Professor Hal Scott, who said he 
hoped “there’s a global game plan because that’s what 
it would take. If Deutsche Bank sets off contagion, it 
would start in Europe. Who would be next? This would 
require global coordination.”

The Only Workable Solution
To avoid the meltdown of the trans-Atlantic finan-

cial system—looming in October or November, at the 
latest—which would lead to chaos worldwide and bring 
the war danger to a boiling point, there is only one 
workable solution: the immediate, internationally coor-
dinated implementation of the Four Laws that Lyndon 
LaRouche proposed on June 18, 2014:

1. The immediate re-establishment of the Glass-
Steagall bank separation system, exactly as Franklin D. 
Roosevelt established it in 1933. In practice, this would 
mean the cancellation of the vast majority of unpayable 
debts and outstanding derivatives contracts.

State Department Photo
Secretary Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov speak to the press before 
a bilateral meeting in Geneva, Sept. 9, 2016.
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2. Every country must intro-
duce national banking in the tra-
dition of Alexander Hamilton, 
which will replace the current 
policy of credit creation—by in-
dependent central banks for the 
benefit of gamblers—with the 
model used by Hamilton, Lin-
coln, and FDR, as well as by the 
postwar Kreditanstalt für Wiede-
raufbau (Bank for Reconstruc-
tion) in Germany.

3. An international credit 
system must be created, tasked 
with raising the productivity of 
the real economy and the living 
standards of the populations of 
all nations, which can be done by 
promoting scientific and techno-
logical progress, and a real rise in 
the energy-flux density of the 
production process.

4. We need a science driver 
for the economy, namely a crash 
program for harnessing fusion 
energy and using fusion energy 
technology, and international co-
operation on space research.

It is not surprising that the 
impulse for such a reorganiza-
tion is not coming from the 
United States or Europe. The 
closest approximation to La-
Rouche’s proposals was pre-
sented by China at the recent 
G-20 Summit in Hangzhou, 
where that nation proposed a 
new global financial architecture 
and the reform of the world 
economy on the basis of innova-
tion and growth. It is to be ex-
pected that these proposals will 
translate into new initiatives at 
the annual conference of the 
BRICS nations, this year in Goa, 
India in mid-October. The im-
portance of the banks that China 
and the BRICS nations have cre-
ated—such as the Asian Interna-
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tional Infrastructure Bank, the New Development 
Bank, the Silk Road and Maritime Silk Road Funds, as 
well as the Contingency Reserve Arrangement—will 
grow.

Glass-Steagall Is the Next Step
As for the United States, Lyndon LaRouche has 

called for the U.S. Congress to immediately leave off 
election campaigning and return to Washington to adopt 
Glass-Steagall legislation. Given the tremendous oppo-
sition from Wall Street, that won’t be an easy task, but 
the power of Wall Street has shrunk enormously be-
cause of the anger of the population over the criminal 
character of many of these banks that are going bank-
rupt, due not least to the growing financial fines for 
their frauds. The sale of toxic paper to credulous cli-
ents, the LIBOR manipulation, the million-fold cre-
ation of fictitious accounts, accounting fraud, money-
laundering, and on and on—the list of crimes is 
enormous.

The broad mobilization in the United States by the 
LaRouche movement and relatives of the victims of 
9/11, the first responders, firemen, and of other institu-
tions led to the game-changing vote in Congress to 

override President Obama’s veto of the Justice Against 
Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA). Now more than 
200 organizations are building on this success, making 
the stance of Congressmen and Senators on Glass-Stea-
gall the criterion for their re-election in November and 
confronting them with their responsibility as they cam-
paign for re-election.

 In Europe too, we must force the parliaments—
through a broad-based mobilization of the popula-
tion—to end the casino economy with the immediate 
adoption of Glass-Steagall banking separation laws, in 
order to reshape economic policy according to La-
Rouche’s Four Laws, and to rebuild—together with 
China, Russia, and hopefully a United States reorga-
nized under Glass-Steagall—the countries that have 
been destroyed by senseless, barbaric wars. The devel-
opment of the New Silk Road in the Middle East and 
Africa is not only the sole humane solution to the refu-
gee crisis, but also a test of Europe’s moral fitness to 
survive.

The war danger can only be overcome if we replace 
geopolitical confrontation with a totally new paradigm 
of international collaboration for the common aims of 
Mankind.

WATCH the LaRouchePAC video:

‘Glass-Steagall: Signing a Revolution’
SUBSCRIBE to EIR Online
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